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Fungi are something else, I have started cataloguing them.
Most of a mushroom or fungus is never seen. It is made up of
minute hair-like filaments called hyphae which develops into
a fine cobweb-like net known as the mycelium, The filaments
grow through the rotting wood, vegetation or other material
from which the fungus obtains its nutrition. The visible
mushroom or fungus is only produced when two mycelia of
the same species band together and if the conditions of
nutrition, humidity, temperature and light are right a fruit
body will be formed Those you will encounter include
common puffball (the yellow bar is a 1cm measure,
parasol, penny bun, not to be eaten fly argaric,

and definitely not to be eaten panther, amethyst deceiver, birch polypore,

bulgaria inquinans, jelly antler, chicken of the woods, edible but some people are allergic

and the very appropriately
named oak mazegill
There is a complex and fundamental symbiotic relationship
between fungi and the roots of trees and other plants,

without fungi it is quite possible that woodlands would not exist. This relationship is called
the mycorrhizal relationship and is between the roots. The fungus receives carbon from the
plant and in exchange the fungus provides to the tree phosphorus, nitrogen and zinc plus a
greatly improved water supply, especially in dry conditions. Particular fungi may relate to
particular trees. Silver birch are unusually catholic in their choice of fungi, relating to a large
number, which is presumably sensible if you are the first tree after the ice age recedes.
Collected curiosities for visiting children include a fox skull, honeycomb, jay wing and pin
feathers (probably the result of a sparrow hawk attack?),

successfully hatched egg (probably pigeon) how do they knew how to open it, owl pellet
(beetle wing casing, skull and claws)and backbone of a snake.

In the last 26 years we have had no significant snow
except in the last three winters. The recent heavy
damp snow reminded me of January 2010. In the
wood we had about 10 inches. Thick and wet it sat on
the trees for up to a week, because of its weight there
was a lot of damage. Anything leaning or with
branches only on one side was at risk. I lost two
mature oaks. Scots pine were particularly vulnerable
as the heavy snow sat on the needles and many trees
lost boughs at the top, or even the whole of the top of
the tree.
Thin silver birch were bowed over and touching the
ground.
After the fall of snow there is usually complete
muffled silence. However that year the morning after
I made my way up to the wood up Woodhill Lane
which was impassable to traffic, in the wood the air
was filled with the creaking, groaning and occasional

breaking of boughs, the thud as large lumps of snow hit the ground.
The following day the sun was out, it was winter wonderland. The silver birch were still
bowed, and some broken.
For most of the week Woodhill Lane was impassable. I walked up to the wood, carrying
everything that would be needed that day, leaving as the sun set and walking back down over
the fields.

It was a medieval and quite moving experience, except that the house you returned to was
centrally heated!
On the way I passed an epicormic shilouette on some oak, when I was still considerably
exercised about the winter moth caterpillars, when I was blaming them solely for the decline
of the oaks and penned a few lines.

The wintry remnants of the last gasping, grasping hands
of epicormic budding, created when unexpected light lands
on branches, usually dark and buried in the summer shade,
of higher leaves; but now exposed by severe degrade
of canopy, defoliation by larvae of the winter moths .
Scarce Umber, Brindled Beauty; whereof seats

thy names? No scarcity nor beauty. Pestilential beasts,
be damned forever; ‘less one prove Darwinian evolution
value for the larger whole in your ghastly depredation.

